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  ™  Gambit –
    1.  Shoot the ball thru the “Gambit”
         pop bumbers into the left orbit lane.
    2.  Hit the rightmost pop bumper with
         the upper flipper to complete the
         Gambit Feature.

Blackbird: Complete the “Blackbird” lanes to
    light “Mystery” and shoot the left eject hole
    to send the X-Men into battle against their
    villainous foes.

”Hellfire Club” and “Brotherhood”: Complete
    target banks to enable multiballs.  Shoot the
    left eject to select a villain and start multiball.

Combos: Find secret shot combos to increase
    your bonus multiplier.

Dark Phoenix: Defeat all villains to battle
    “Dark Phoenix”.

Danger Room: Complete all the X-Men modes
    to take on the “Danger Room”.

Magneto Multiball: Shoot at Magneto or the
    fl ashing green rectangle icons to capture balls.
    Capture four balls or hit the captured ball
    several times to start a multiball battle.

X-Men: Shoot the lit X-Men icons to discover their
    powers and abilities.

  ™  Weapon X Multiball –
    1.  Hit the Wolverine target several
         times to start “Wolverine” feature.
    2.  Complete “Wolverine” feature by
         scoring lit X-Men shots.
    3.  Hit Wolverine to start “Weapon X” Multiball.

  ™  Iceman Ramp Feature –
    1.  Shoot “Iceman” ramp several times to
         start timed ramp feature.
    2.  To maximize score repeatedly shoot
         Iceman Ramp within mode.

  ™  Nightcrawler Random Mystery Mode –
    Shoot left eject hole to try to find
    “Nightcrawler” and start the “Nightcrawler”
    feature.
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